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Friedrich Schweitzer

Education for Peace and Tolerance: 
New Tasks for Religious Education

The question of what religious education can contrib
ute to peace and tolerance is broad enough for a major 
book. Consequently, my presentation will not really 
cover the topic in any comprehensive manner. Instead 
I will offer a number of thoughts that may be helpful 
for future discussions.

I will start out by asking about the place of our topic 
within religious education. Second, I want to take up 
two different understandings or models of education 
for peace and tolerance. Third, I will try to connect 
these models to the European discussion on religious 
education. Finally, I want to take the liberty to set 
forth a number of ideas concerning CoGREE - the 
Coordinating Group for Religious Education in 
Europe - as a player in European religious education.

1 Education for Peace and Tolerance - 
A New Task for Religious Education?

The title of my presentation - Education for Peace and 
Tolerance: New Tasks for Religious Education - can 
mean that religious education should take up a new 
task by becoming aware of the need for peace and 
tolerance. This would imply that peace and tolerance 
have not played a role for religious education in the 
past.

In the year 2005, it is easy to see that this would be a 
mistaken assumption. On September 25, the 450th 
anniversary of the Augsburg Religious Peace was 
celebrated here in Germany. This peace still stands as 
a powerful symbol for peaceful religious coexistence, 
even if it took almost another hundred years before the 
famous Westfalian Peace of 1648 established a more 
permanent system of religious pluralism.

Such peace treaties certainly were not a matter of reli
gious education but of power and politics. Yet it 
should not be forgotten that some religious education 
theorists of the time did in fact address peace and tol
erance in their writings. One famous example within 
my own Protestant tradition comes from Philipp Mel
anchthon. In 1528, he devised a model of religious 
education that explicitly should not focus on „matters 
of conflict“ (at that time, on conflicts especially with 
Rome). And he adds as an example that children 

should not be taught to „insult monks“ what some 
teachers obviously liked to do.1 Moreover, one of the 
first philosophers of education to set forth a compre
hensive vision of education for peace and tolerance 
was Jan Amos Comenius, again ä Christian educator 
and a 17lh century classic of religious education of 
European scope? We should not forget that there is a 
deep connection between the Christian tradition and 
the plea for peace and tolerance.

Yet while Comenius clearly invoked a global perspec
tive (he called it „catholic“ in its original sense - con- 
sullatio catholica de rerum humanarum emendatione) 
and while he himself belonged to a Christian minority 
that was left out even by the Westfalian Peace, it is 
quite obvious that the understanding of peace and tol
erance within the tradition of religious education 
tended to be limited. Quite often, later catechisms, for 
example, in 17th century did include lengthy lists on 
„matters of conflict“, warning children and youth of 
the dangers of other faiths. Most importantly, the un
derstanding of peace and tolerance focussed on peace 
and tolerance within Christianity while Jews and Mus
lims were not considered worthy candidates to be in
cluded within the parameters of peace and toleration.3

In this respect, we should really speak of new tasks for 
religious education, most notably of the task to expand 
the parameters of tolerance in order to include other 
cultures as w'ell as non-Christian religions. In many 
countries in Europe and beyond, we are now faced 
with so-called multicultural societies that require 
peace and tolerance to explicitly go beyond one’s own 
culture and also beyond one’s own religious tradition. 
Pluralism has become the hallmark of our time. No 
model of religious education that does not live up to 
the challenges of this pluralism can claim to be well- 
founded educationally or politically, at least not from 
the perspective of democracy. Yet how can we 
achieve peace and tolerance in a situation of multicul
turalism?

2 Different Models of Education for Peace
• and Tolerance

First, we should note that the understanding of educa
tion for peace and tolerance marks an important point 
of agreement within the European discussion. At the 
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same time, there are tensions and controversies con
cerning the shape this education should take. Some of 
these controversies concern the role of religion in edu
cation. Others refer to the relationship between the 
state and civil society.

Some philosophers have argued that religion can 
never be the basis for tolerance. According to them, 
religious convictions always have a tendency towards 
fundamentalism because they are based on the as
sumption that one’s own creed is of ultimate truth and 
value. These analysts therefore plea for a purely for
mal or philosophical basis for tolerance which they 
hope to find in universalist norms in the sense of the 
Kantian or neo-Kantian tradition. In Germany, Jürgen 
Habermas is probably the most well-known represen
tative of this kind of thinking.4 Yet as convincing as 
his plea for universal norms may sound, it is easy to 
see that the well known weaknesses of a Kantian uni
versalist approach to ethics also go along with this 
kind of abstract basis for tolerance. The biggest weak
ness results from the lack of motive or motivation to 
adopt and to follow abstract norms. It remains quite 
unclear why people should subscribe to such norms 
which they do not perceive as part of their lives and 
not as part of their own culture, tradition or faith.

This is why the alternative option for identifying the 
sources of tolerance not above all faith traditions but 
exactly within the different religions has become so 
attractive. To the degree that these sources can be 
tapped and can be used, among others, in religious 
education, we may expect a powerful contribution to 
peace and tolerance. A good example is the so-called 
tolerance project on „religious roots of tolerance“.3 
The tolerance project comes out of a joint effort of 
theologians, philosophers and psychologists. It aims at 
bringing together representatives of different religions 
- so far Christianity, Islam and Judaism - in order to 
discover roots of tolerance within each tradition. It is 
the guiding hypothesis of this project that tolerant 
attitudes can never by imposed upon people from out
side - which, from an educational perspective, would 
indeed amount to the self-contradictory strategy of 
teaching for tolerance through intolerant procedures. 
In his introductory article „Tolerance from Faith“, 
Christoph Schwöbel argues that pluralistic societies 
are dependent on the praxis of tolerance and that this 
praxis can only be achieved if there are institutions 
within society that support the development of tolerant 
identities.6 From his point of view, religious institu
tions should be considered prime candidates for this 
task. A Second point in Schwöbel’s analysis is of im
mediate interest in our present context as well. In con
nection to globalization and fundamentalism he analy
ses the difficulty of „making“ people tolerant by try
ing to force them into tolerant and enlightened atti

tudes. Based on all experiences with this attempt, this 
simply cannot work because people will only feel 
threatened and will just become so insecure about 
their identities that the result is more fundamentalism 
rather than less. Consequently the educational aim is 
not to „relativize religious identities“ but to appropri
ate the religious traditions in such a way that they can 
become resources for tolerance. This point is espe
cially interesting for religious education because some 
educational approaches are explicitly aiming at rela
tivizing the religious identities that students have ac
quired, for example, in their families. If the intention 
must be to tap the roots of tolerance within the differ
ent religious traditions, this is an ill-chosen strategy 
for education.

The second controversy concerns the relationship be
tween the state and civil society as agents of education 
for peace and tolerance. Again it is the situation of 
multiculturalism that is under debate. In the past, the 
relationship between civil society and religion was 
often described in terms of values. Civil society was 
seen as a sphere in which values of the common good 
could take root. Civil society was considered the soil 
from which values can grow. Religion was understood 
as part and parcel of this soil because the ethics of 
civil society was deeply religious. In the countries of 
central and western Europe where such ideas first took 
shape, this meant that it was a Christian ethics. Chris
tianity was the value basis of civil society, and Chris
tian values were expected to support the common 
good.7

It is important not to confuse the moral importance of 
civil society with the parallel yet different notion of 
civil religion. The term civil religion goes back to 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau and refers to a religiously 
grounded ethics that is required for the maintenance of 
the government and for the order of society.8 Civil 
religion comes from above as a state requirement im
posed on the people - just like in the case of the 
United States when the president calls upon the citi
zens to live up to the true destiny of the country and 
when he requires them to carry burdens for the sake of 
God's chosen nation of freedom.’

Contrary to this, the ethics of civil society stands for a 
different model. While also helpful for the community 
and for the common good, this ethics does not come 
from above or as a requirement of a central govern
ment. It grows out of the shared convictions held by 
the inhabitants of society. Only this second model is in 
line with the idea of democracy and of a democratic 
form of government that does not attempt to determine 
the religious values of the citizens.

The traditional relationship between civil society and 
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religion that resulted in a religious ethics of civil soci
ety, also reminds us of the important changes that we 
have to take account of. European countries have 
turned into more or less multicultural and also multire
ligious societies. Faith in Europe no longer is identical 
with Christian faith or with Christian and Jewish faith 
but has come to mean many different kinds of reli
gious as well as non-religious faiths. Consequently, 
the ethics of civil society can hardly rely on just one 
religion anymore.

This is why some observers assume that the pluraliza- 
tion of society, culture and religion actually excludes 
the possibility of a democracy based on civil society. 
The German philosopher Jürgen Habermas can again 
serve as an example. He suggests that democracy can 
no longer be based on the different traditions and 
goals embodied in the groups, communities and asso
ciations that make up civil society.10 For him, democ
racy. means that, quite independent of civil society, 
there must be a constitutional framework with binding 
universal norms that all members of society must ac
cept. All groups within society have to comply to the 
rules set by this universalist framework. Different 
communities and groups enjoy the freedom to do 
whatever they like within this framework but they are 
not allowed to determine or to influence the frame
work itself. From this point of view, civil society com
prises different particularist communities and orienta
tions that ultimately have to be subordinated to the 
universalist norms and values of a discourse ethics.

In my understanding, democracy must be based on a 
strong civil society, and this is especially important 
when we refer to large political units like the Euro
pean Union. In this case, the physical or geographical 
distance.between the individual citizens and the politi
cal institutions makes it very difficult for the tradi
tional parliamentary structures and procedures to guar
antee participation and to support democracy in every
day life. The institutions of civil society can contribute 
to making democracy a living experience.

Yet while large political units become more dependent 
upon civil society, they also make it more difficult for 
civil society to fulfil its task of working for the com
mon good. The more diverse the population becomes, 
the less civil society can be based on shared traditions 
because such traditions will only be shared by some 
members of civil society but not by all of them.

This is why civil society will only have a future if it 
strives for mutual respect and understanding explicitly 
and intentionally across different traditions, different 
cultures and different religions. In other words, civil 
society must become a dialogical enterprise that does 
not rely exclusively on traditional groups and commu
nities within their respective limitations. People from 
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different national, cultural and religious backgrounds 
have to work together in new ways if they want to 
achieve a strong civil. society in a multicultural 
Europe.

If we think of the expectation mentioned earlier that 
this cooperation should also be a soil for shared val
ues, it becomes obvious that the idea of a dialogical 
civil society holds many challenges. It certainly can
not be realized without an education that prepares 
young people for working towards peace and tolerance 
which are at the heart of democracy in multicultural 
societies.

3 Models for Religious Education

Concerning the role of civil society, it is important to 
remember that the traditional state school had no con
nections to civil society. A Prussian state school, for 
example, was considered something like the property 
of the state, not the property of society. Until the 
1950s, the legal situation of the German state school 
was comparable to that of the army because in either 
case the principle of special state power („besonderes 
Gewaltverhältnis“) applied. Since then, however, there 
has been a clear movement towards more democracy 
in education. In a first step, public schools became 
subject to parliamentary debate and decision making. 
Parents’ rights and eventually also children’s rights 
gained more legal influence. New laws have allowed 
for more local participation and for more democracy, 
including cooperation between the schools and local 
communities. At least in a certain sense we could say 
then that the German state school is moving into the 
direction of civil society, even if it still has a long way 
to go before the marriage between civil society and the 
state school will be fully accomplished.

Where does this place religious education? What does 
the democratisation of schooling mean for religious 
education? In Germany and also in some other Euro
pean countries, we can observe developments that 
point into two very different directions:

- On the one hand, the religious studies approach 
based on religious neutrality and combined with 
some values education is clearly becoming more 
and more prominent. In this case, religious educa
tion is considered as teaching about religion. From 
this point of view, students should learn about 
different religions in the sense of acquiring knowl
edge about different convictions, traditions and 
orientations, and in the sense of considering them 
critically from the perspective of the scientific 
study of religion or the philosophy of religion (but 
never from the perspective of theology)." The aim 
is tolerance through distance and objectivity. The 
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state takes full responsibility for this subject. There 
is no influence from civil society, neither from the 
religious communities nor from other non
government organizations. - In Germany, this 
model is often confused with the interfaith model 
developed in England and Wales. Yet the British 
model clearly includes a strong influence from the 
religious communities and from other members of 
civil society, for example, through the so-called 
SACREs - the local standing committees on reli
gious education - which are responsible for the 
syllabi of religious education. These committees 
represent civil society but they have no equivalent 
in the (German) religious studies approach.
On the other hand, we can observe that the tradi
tional model of denominational religious education 
in Germany is giving way to cooperative models of 
religious education that try to combine denomina
tional and dialogical elements.12 In any case, the 
German situation is becoming more plural be
cause, in addition to the traditional forms of Prot
estant and Roman Catholic -religious education, 
additional forms of Orthodox, Jewish and Muslim 
religious education have been established or are in 
the process of being established. Some religious 
educators have greeted this development because it 
is in line with the idea of strengthening the influ
ence of civil society and of giving it more influ
ence within the state school rather than having the 
state take over the field of religious education and 
values (like in the federal state of Berlin where the 
Social Democratic Party is planning to introduce 
some kind of value studies as a mandatory subject 
for all while religious education remains a volun
tary subject that requires students to stay at school 
for extra hours if they should opt for this subject). 
Others are more sceptical because they work from 
the assumption that the combination of the charac
teristics of "denominational’ and ‘educational’ can 
only lead to contradictions. In addition, there is a 
language problem. In the UK, ‘confessional’ in the 
context of religious education is often understood 
as ‘indoctrination’.13 In Germany, designations 
like ‘denominational’ or ‘confessional’ refer to a 
sponsorship for religious education that is shared 
between the state and religious communities. It 
does not refer to the expected outcome. Even from 
the point of view of the churches, German denomi
national religious education does not have the task 
of turning children or adolescents into followers of 
a certain religious community or church. Religious 
education should give them a chance to encounter 
a clear religious outlook but not in order for them 
to be indoctrinated. The aim is considered choice - 
a choice in the sense of what I like to call princi
pled pluralism. This implies that denominational 
religious education must go beyond the limits of 

the respective denomination. Any kind of responsi
ble religious education must include other denomi
nations and religions as part of the curriculum as 
well as personal encounters with other denomina
tions and religions. Cooperation between different 
denominational groups in religious education aims 
at learning from the other and together with others 
- Protestants and Roman Catholics but also Chris
tians and Muslims or Jews.

Let me point out three consequences from these obser
vations:

First, the idea of limiting religious education to 
teaching about religion clearly is not helpful for 
the future. A number of countries including Eng
land and Wales have moved away from this ap
proach, simply because it does not achieve its edu
cational purposes. The assumption that there are 
only two choices - either to teach religion or to 
teach about religion - has turned out to be much 
too simple. We need more complex and sophisti
cated models - models that include learning from 
religion like in the UK or that are based on dia
logical learning and cooperation like in Germany. 
The respective experiences indicate that we should 
leave behind the traditional oppositions between a 
religious studies camp and a church or theology 
camp in order to work towards more flexible and 

. open models that will include both, the perspective 
of the academic observer as well as the perspective 
of the faithful believer. The aim of a principled 
pluralism will not be achieved unless religious 
education comes to balance different views - reli
gious views and convictions, self-interpretations of 
individuals and of religious groups, but also views 
from a non-religious perspective and from the sci
entific study of religion.
Second, concerning the relationship between reli
gious education and civil society or democracy, we 
must also include, as one of the basic criteria, the 
need for future models of religious education to 
contribute to a strong civil society. Civil society is 
dependent on education for peace and tolerance, 
for justice and solidarity. In multireligious socie
ties, education must also include dialogical aims in 
the sense of a principled pluralism. No future 
model for religious education should be allowed to 
exclusively aim at intra-school purposes and to 
neglect its necessary relationship to the civil soci
ety surrounding the schools.
Third, the organizational model for religious edu
cation should be explicitly open for its relationship 
to civil society. As can be seen from different 
countries in Europe, there are many different ways 
of supporting the relationship between religious 
education and civil society. The local SACRE 
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committees in England and Wales are one exam
ple, the German model of shared responsibility or 
sponsorship between the state and the religious 
bodies is another. 1 do not think that we will ever 
find the one model that fits all. We should not even 
strive for such a unitary model because it would 
contradict the necessary pluralism in religious edu
cation in different countries. Yet it is important 
that the different models will be in line with the 
overarching, criteria of a democracy based on a 
strong civil society, and this includes criteria like 
peace, tolerance, and solidarity.

4 The Need for a European Player in 
Religious Education

As has become clear from what I have said so far, 1 
am advocating a model of education for peace and 
tolerance that includes a clear place for religion and 
religious education. From my point of view, there can 
be no doubt that such a model must apply within dif
ferent nation states but also within the European Un
ion. This is the reason why I want to conclude my 
presentation by adding my appreciation for CoGree 
and by formulating a few expectations for CoGREE's 
future work as a European player in religious educa
tion.

It has often been observed that religious education is 
at the disadvantage of not having a European voice. 
There have been a number of smaller initiatives for 
religious education in Europe but none of them can 
claim any representative status. All of the existing 
groups are important grass root movements but they 
do not speak for a reasonably large constituency. This 
is the first reason for being very happy with CoGREE 
and with the attempt of forming an association across 
different countries. From my perspective, CoGREE is 
the most important attempt of developing a unitary 
voice for religious education in Europe. Yet the proc
ess of including others in this association is not com
plete. As I have learned from many conversations in 
the context of European politics, we must find ways of 
bringing all of the Christian denominations together. 
Protestant groups are not enough, even if they repre
sent different countries. We also need to find ways to 
include Roman Catholics and the Orthodox, difficult 
as that may be. And in the longer run, even all of 
Christianity cannot be the limit. If there is a need for a 
clear voice for religious education in Europe, this 
voice must come from Jews and Muslims as well and 
also from Hindus and Buddhists. Consequently, ex
panding CoGREE - step by step - is the first chal
lenge for the future of CoGREE as a European body 
from my point of view.

Another reason for appreciating CoGREE has to do 
with its roots in civil society. This association does not 
come from above - from Brussels or from the state 
governments. It comes from civil society. Moreover, 
the institutionalisation of this association follows the 
principle of dialogical agreement. With this, it proves 
the ability of different religious bodies to work to
gether and to share many understandings without de
nying lasting differences. In this respect, the existence 
of CoGREE is in full harmony with its aims - peace 
and tolerance not through the privatisation of religion 
but through religious dialogue and through education 
for mutual respect and understanding.

It will be a very important task for CoGREE and oth
ers who are interested in the future of religious educa
tion in Europe to come up with what I like to call 
common standards for religious education.'4 By this, 1 
do not mean standards that can be used to evaluate 
students or schools in the manner of the new agencies 
for evaluation. Instead, I am thinking of standards that 
define, from a professional point of view, what kind of 
religious education should be available to children and 
youth in European countries. This is not the place to 
go into the details of such standards. It should be clear 
that such standards must be open and flexible enough 
in order to apply to the different traditions and models 
in different countries. Yet at the same time, the stan
dards must define minimum requirements that guaran
tee the future of religious education in Europe. In my 
understanding, it could be a prime task for CoGREE, 
as a European player in religious education, to set 
forth and to advocate such standards - something like 
a declaration on religious education based on the 
rights of children.15
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